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ABSTRACT
Recent technological advances are adapted in sports to improve
performance, avoid injuries, and make advantageous decisions. In
this paper, we describe our ongoing efforts to develop and deploy
PMSys, our smartphone-based athlete monitoring and reporting
system. We describe our first attempts to gain insight into some of
the data we have collected. Experiences so far are promising, both
on the technical side and for athlete performance development. Our
initial application of artificial-intelligence methods for prediction
is encouraging and indicative.
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INTRODUCTION

Mobile and wearable Internet-of-Things (IoT) technologies are being adapted in sports clubs to closely monitor individual athletes
during both training and competitions. Dominant clubs have hired
inter-disciplinary scientists and experts to collect and analyze data:
from training load, wellness, and mood to nutrition to provide
evidence-based suggestions to the coaches. Many commercial sports
apps already exist, helping athletes maintain meticulous training
logs: recording both subjective and objective parameters. With the
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introduction of mobile and wearable IoT devices, there is still much
that can be learned about each individual athlete. Also, there is
still a lot of manual and tedious operations associated with development and management of elite athletes, which has been the
target research focus for us this last decade attempting to efficiently
automate and improve many of these tasks.
We have been in this inter-disciplinary domain the last decade
combining technological innovations with sports science—actively
participating in the development from pen and paper logging by
coaches to advanced automatic Artificial Intelligence (AI) enabled
systems. Some of our initial prototypes were developed in collaboration with and used by sports science departments, elite clubs,
and national teams, and several of these systems are now adopted
by industry and fully deployed in elite sports clubs. This includes
non-invasive 24/7 athlete monitoring and logging, and novel video
solutions [11]. The pressing research problem is no longer how
to obtain enough data from the athletes, but what is the relevant
data and how to collect this in a non-invasive, timely, secure and
privacy-preserving manner. Managing all this massive heterogeneous data can be more a burden than provide benefits, unless
proper analysis can be performed. Hence, our current research
focus is to investigate and develop appropriate real-time analysis
systems for immediate intervention purposes.
To our surprise, working with elite clubs and national team partners for a decade, our end-users appreciated the most a system
that we initially considered trivial from a technological perspective.
This was not, for instance, our panorama video analysis system [11]
combined with positional sensors [16, 19] nor our real-time analysis
of physical performance [1]. Neither was it our video feedback or
e-learning multimedia systems [14, 15], but our smartphone-based
athlete monitoring system fine tuned over many redesigns and
re-implementations. Experiences and on-going research with this
system is the focus of this paper. We address this often underestimated component of subjective reporting and the corresponding
data analysis process.
In this paper we briefly present the design and implementation
of our athlete-monitoring system PMSys: a state-of-the-art tool for
collecting and analysing daily subjective reports from individual
athletes in sport teams. The system is in daily active use by sport
colleges; and junior, elite, and national teams in Norway. Data from
a cohort of approximately 400 female soccer players in Norway,
Denmark, and Portugal is also used in a research project on female
elite performance development. This research project includes researchers from medicine, psychology, nutritional science, sports
science, mathematics, and computer science. We point out key findings and our initial experiences from using modern AI methods to
predict individual training load from collected data.
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BACKGROUND

Key sport governance organizations like Fédération Internationale
de Football Association (FIFA) have already approved certain wearables and electronic performance and tracking systems in official
soccer matches, providing a foundation for evidence-based decisions and team performance improvements [7, 18]. We are in particular interested in the use of technology and data analytics for
injury prevention. In the 2008–20009 season, the Spanish 1st division had 24 players with 360 player-days absence [8], and in the
2017–2018 season, English Premier League clubs paid £217m in
wages to injured players [3]. For Manchester United the average
cost per injury was £0.87m, partially driven by high individual
salaries. While meeting with English Premier League clubs, we received informal estimates that a central player who is injured for a
period quickly accumulates internal loss in the order of £5m. Some
speculate that having the second-lowest number of injuries was
instrumental for Manchester City to win the 2018 Premier League
Championship [21]. One may certainly argue that a team with some
of its best players unavailable due to injuries are more likely to lose
matches.
Systematic collection of data combined with close personal followups by a well-functioning sports science department that manages
the physical performance development of the players, have the
potential to prevent injuries, reduce cost, improve performance,
and win matches. Such a methodological approach to performance
optimization has become vital for modern elite sports.
Self-reporting is a widely accepted and used methodology for
producing meaningful insights in other research fields, like psychology [6, 20, 22]. Collection of training and competition-exposure data
as well as wellness information regarding sleep patterns, mood, nutrition, and muscle soreness on a daily basis needs implementation
of modern technology to monitor teams and groups of athletes [13].
Subjective and self-reported data are also influenced by individual
interpretation and preferences, which can vary over time. There
might not exist an exact mapping from reported values to a universal scale common to all players. As such, subjective sports data is a
good candidate for AI analytics.

3

ATHLETE MONITORING

To support subjective parameter logging in sports cohorts, we designed and implemented PMSys: a smartphone-based tool that
enables systematic longitudinal monitoring of athletes’ phenotypic
and self-reported parameters. Athletes may report many useful parameters, like session Rating of Perceived Exertion (sRPE), wellness,
injury and illness, session participation, game evaluations—and in
these COVID-19 times, an infection symptom check. The system
is designed around the governing principle that subjective reports
must be captured with little effort and in real-time, while they are
fresh and relevant. For instance, for wellness reports, this is the
narrow time window after the athlete gets out of bed in the morning
and until the first morning training session starts.

3.1
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Front-End Applications

Athletes interact with PMSys using our Reporter App: a smartphone
application, available for both Android and iOS systems. There are
significant development and maintenance overhead associated with

(a) Body silhouette

(b) Injury summary

Figure 1: PMSys injury reporting.
smartphone applications compared to traditional web-based services. However, our real-time requirement implies that we needed
a tool that is highly available and functional, even without an Internet connection. Because native smartphone applications can store
code and state locally on the device, they are better suited to meet
these demands than those running in a browser. We further improve availability by designating the smartphone as a the primary
node for the user’s data, storing reports in a local SQLite database
and serializing updates. The data in our cloud backend service are
replicas, synchronized with the application on updates and whenever the smartphone comes online. This enables a consistent view
among replicas while allowing an athlete to recover personal data
in case of damage or loss of his device.
Our requirement for fresh and relevant data also required us to
prioritize the user experience towards reducing the time spent to
report rather than on whistles and bells. Over time, we have simplified questions, reduced the text, and improved input interfaces.
For example, going from a tedious set of 11 complex questions for
injuries to create an injury score, to be repeated for each injury, we
have devised a much simpler interface based on a body silhouette
as depicted in Figure 1. Compared to a couple of minutes for injury
reporting earlier, reporting with the new interface is minimized on
average to about 12–15 seconds.
For many report types, like sRPE and wellness, that are based on
scientifically validated questionnaires, optimizations like the one
we did for injuries cannot be adapted. In such cases, our goal has
been to reduce button clicks and eliminate scrolling by using simple
layouts with large buttons. This reduces required interactions and
attentions, and helps athletes automate the process of submitting
reports in time.
Team personnel, like coaches and physicians, can interact with
athlete data using our Trainer Portal: a web-hosted Single-Page
Application (SPA) implemented using the Angular framework [9].
The portal displays submitted data, both in a team view and in a
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(a) Team overview

(b) Single player

Figure 2: PMSys Trainer Portal samples.

single-player view, from all team members who have granted access.
Included team views include visualizations of injuries, illnesses, and
session participation (see Figure 2a). It also plots important trainingload indicators, like daily and weekly load, acute load, chronic
load, acute chronic workload ratio, monotony, and strain. Single
player view gives individual details (see Figure 2b). The portal
also allows push messages to be sent, directly or on a schedule,
as reminders to report. This has proven to be very efficient for
increased participation.

3.2

Cloud Services

The backend system consists of several microservices that run on
the Amazon AWS public cloud. All reports recorded by our Reporter App is synchronized with our Open mHealth [10] compliant
Data Storage Unit (DSU). Because our DSU is critical for report
submission, it is kept functionally minimal, stable, and independent from other system components, except for a cloud-hosted
PostgreSQL database for persistent state.
In accordance with the Open mHealth standard, submitted reports are JSON data-point objects, each made up of a header structure and a body structure. The header contains various field, the
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most important are: id, schema_id, and user_id. To improve security and privacy, the id identifies the report, but is required to be
unique only in combination with the user the identity user_id. The
body can be of any type. The structure of the body is application
specific, and set by the schema_id field.
We want to avoid having schema-specific logic within our DSU
component, as that would make it difficult to add new report types.
Instead, the DSU considers the bodies as opaque objects, inserted
into the database without further processing or interpretation. Interpretations of the data-point bodies are only done in the Trainer
Portal, Reporter App, and in report-specific analytics functions
running in the backend services.
Following privacy-preserving guidelines, each report is owned
by the user who generated it, as specified in the header.user_id
field. The DSU follows a narrow security policy that allows users
only to insert and access their own data points. Users are authenticated using trusted third-party OpenID Connect (OIDC) services
and are only granted access to data points where header.user_id
matches the authenticated subject in their access token [17]. Bearer
tokens in combination with a third-party authentication provider,
like Microsoft or Google, are well suited for our purpose as it allows
the DSU to authorize requests without storing directly identifiable
information [4], like names or email addresses. Although this approach cannot guarantee anonymity, identification becomes more
difficult, allowing safer access to automated backend functions that
conduct real-time statistical analysis and AI-based predictions.
Because of the security restrictions in the DSU, the Team Portal
must access data using a separate Team Service component. The
Team Service grants access based on OIDC access tokens carried
with requests, similarly to the DSU. However, team membership and
role assignment credentials must be encoded in the token. For this,
we provide a Policy Service for managing team roosters, staff lists,
and player profiles. This service must be consulted by the OpenID
provider to embed the correct credentials during authentication.

4

PEAK PREDICTION USING AI ANALYTIC

To investigate the potential of automatic analysis, we performed
an initial experiment [23] to evaluate if current machine-learning
methods can be applied to predict future health and fitness states
of players. We needed a state-of-the-art machine-learning model
for time-series analysis that can memorize certain parts of the data,
and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) seemed to be a good fit for
our task [5]. We used data from a Norwegian elite soccer team
collected over several months (January–August) for 19 players.
For this initial experiment, we only used the readiness parameter.
Although we did not expect our dataset to contain sufficient data
to build an accurate machine-learning model, we are still able to
observe some promising first insights. For our experiments, we
used a small LSTM model with 4 layers: the input layer, 2 hidden
layers, and the output layer. The model is designed to take as input
a player’s reported readiness values and output a predicted value
for that particular player on a day-by-day basis, using one day’s
values to predict the next. To train the LSTM model, we used a
sequence number of 36, 30 epochs, batch size of 4, and the rmsprop
optimizer [12] as hyper-parameters.
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(a) Player-wise training

(b) Training on entire team

Figure 4: Correlation matrix for the soccer dataset.

(c) Zoom-in on actual detected peaks

Figure 3: LSTM predictions compared to real data for a random player. The x-axis is a time index per report, and the
y-axis is the readiness to play.
For training and validation, we used two different methods. First,
we used most of a player’s data to train and then predict the rest.
Second, we trained the model on all other players on the team, then
predicting the readiness of the chosen player. The results are shown
in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, respectively. From Figure 3a, we observe
even though some peaks can be identified that the amount of data
for one single player is not enough to make a useful model having
only a few hundred data points. However, by adding more training
data from other players on the same team, we observe in Figure 3b
that the prediction is quite accurate, and all peaks are clearly visible
in the predictions. This is expected as the dynamics within a team
influences the performance of single players as they often have the
same training schedules.
Observing the promising analysis above, we then tried to predict peaks more accurately, meaning when the athlete feels at the
top and bottom, indicated by a readiness score of 8–10 and 1–3,
respectively. Figure 3c shows a zoomed-in overview. Even if the
actual readiness value often is off, the trend of the peak is detected
with high precision with percent-values in the high 90s for both
precision and recall if we add some post-processing.

5

VARIABLE CORRELATION

Next, we explore how reported training and wellness parameters
interact by computing a correlation matrix for our dataset. The
correlations, shown in Figure 4, are generated from the average
scores across all players in the dataset.
Lighter colors represent a weaker or negative correlation between a variable pair, while a darker color indicates the opposite.
When considering readiness as the target variable, a positive correlation can be seen when compared to the variables soreness and

fatigue. In a way, these observations are reasonable, considering
how energy levels and muscle soreness potentially affect physical
effort. On the other hand, looking at stress, there is a positive correlation between mood, fatigue, and sleep quality. A higher score on
the stress level implies that a player is very relaxed, and the mood,
fatigue, and sleep quality seem to correlate positively with this.
Hence, a good mood, low fatigue, and better sleep quality reduce
the overall stress level among players. Moreover, although these
variables positively correlate with the target variables, there are
other indicators that are negatively correlated as well. For instance,
the relationship between readiness and mood is negative, which
indicates that the readiness of players is affected negatively by their
mood levels. Similarly, the sleep quality of players affects their readiness negatively. In general, for both the stress and readiness scores,
the negative coefficients are closer to zero, which may indicate
weaker correlations. Nevertheless, they may still be contributing
input features in the classification task itself.

6

CONCLUSIONS

Success in modern elite soccer is increasingly impacted by advancements in technology [2]. Based on a decade of experience in the
intersection of computer science, sports science, and medicine, we
have developed PMSys: a smartphone-based tool and backend system for athlete monitoring. The system has seen wide use in various
soccer teams, from academy youth teams, to national (Norway U21
and senior) and international elite teams. We have observed that
coaches have adjusted training routines based on data collected
by PMSys, potentially avoiding injuries, and making teams more
aware of the impact of details, like the effect of going to bed earlier.
To not fall into disuse, tools like PMSys must be scalable, secure,
and easy to use. Most importantly, both athletes and team personnel
must see clear benefits of using such systems. Towards this end,
we have shown that an initial analysis of PMSys data using AI for
prediction is encouraging and indicative.
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